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Abstract—There is a fast-growing number of quite capable
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices out there. These devices are
generally unattended, often exposed and frequently vulnerable.
The current practice of deploying, and then leaving the devices
unattended and unmanaged is not future proof. There is an urgent
need for well-defined security update management procedures for
these devices. Sufficient, sensible and secure default settings, as
well as built-in privacy must be included. This paper presents
a brief overview of the IoT threat landscape, argues for the
necessity of security update provisioning for the IoT devices. As
such, it is a call for action. Finally, an outline of a privacy-aware
security update provisioning model is given. We have included
incident management as well in the outline, but is only very
rudimentary sketch of what one would need to provide. Suffice
to say that there may be a need for these capabilities too, but it
can probably only be justified for relatively capable devices.

Keywords–Security update; Internet-of-Things; Incident report-
ing; Security maintenance; Privacy; Security management.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation
This paper is based on the paper “Security Update and In-

cident Handling for IoT-devices; A Privacy-Aware Approach”
[1], presented at SecurWare 2016.

It was noted that there is a growing number of relatively
capable devices being designed and deployed. We only concern
our selves with this class of devices in this paper. These
devices, although quite simple, tend to have sufficient hardware
support to be able to provide cryptographic functionality. It is
thus feasible to design security schemes for these devices.

A central argument of the above paper was that IoT
devices should be properly managed. It was postulated that the
majority of the IoT device owners will be unable to adequately
manage the devices, and furthermore they would generally be
ill-equipped to understand and respond to security and privacy
requirements. To solve these problems, IoT devices will need
to have fully-automated security update capabilities. No user
intervention should be required, although one must permit
knowledgable users to configure the mechanisms. The security
maxim should be “Security-by-Default”, where sensible secu-
rity defaults are applied and enabled. Of course, privacy must
also be catered for, and one may here look to the “Privacy-by-
Design” initiative for high-level guidelines [2].

Since the original paper was published in July 2016, we
have witnessed a number of high-publicity Internet infrastruc-
ture attacks facilitated by IoT devices with poor or non-existent
security. These include, amongst others, large scale Distributed
Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks using web cameras. With a
proper security update solution in place, these cameras would

have been substantially less vulnerable, and the DDoS attack
by the Mirai-based malware would likely had been a lot less
effective or maybe even fully prevented. We shall provide an
update on some real-world attacks on unattended and generally
unprotected IoT devices in Subsection II-D.

We have further updated the original paper on a concrete
and practical firmware (FW) update schemes already in place.
This scheme will serve as an example of the basic firmware
update capability that is often provided with uncommissioned
devices. Generally, it seems that the basic FW update function-
alities may be reasonably complete by themselves, by that the
trust assumptions are fairly naive. Furthermore, the schemes
are often quite limited in scope and cannot provide anything
other than a basic rudimentary update functionality. That is,
there is hardly an overall solution in place, which provides
credible security, roll-back, etc.

We must stress that to provide basic capabilities is not
enough. The solution must be automated, completely trans-
parent to the user, and it must provide credible security and
privacy. Of course, the security update scheme must also be
trustworthy and honest with respect to agreed capabilities
and attributes. There has recently been reports of abuse of
such schemes [3]. The scheme in [3] was not a security
update scheme, but a fully automated firmware-based App
downloader. It was also covert, and it did carry out software
installation and updating without any user interaction. It may
best be described as a persistent App installation scheme,
reinstalling and updating unwanted Apps irrespective of user
actions.

There needs to be a level of assurance and some mea-
sure of enforcement in place, and while a technologically
basis must be provided, one likely also need support from
jurisdictional and regulatory authorities. That is, there must a)
exists pressures to provide honest and effective security update
services and b) there must exists authorities which can react
to protect end-users when update functionality has been used
in subversive ways. We note that legal and regulatory control
is slow acting and that they only seem to react after-the-fact.

We note that a properly implemented security update
scheme will look a lot like a so-called “command & control”
structure that is typically employed by botnets. And, clearly
also quite similar to the scheme in [3]. However, the control
servers for a security update scheme should be fully visible
and official, so traffic to/from a security update server would
not be confused with botnet control plane traffic (which may
also be obfuscated to hinder intrusion detection systems (IDS)
from noticing it).
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B. Outline of our Proposed Security Update Model
The security update management and a minimal security

incident and anomaly reporting service presented in this paper
is not intended as a realistic model or proposal. The aim of
proposal is rather to identify and highlight aspects of a possible
solution, and thus to identify and illustrate requirements.

An important aspect of the model is to demonstrate techni-
cal feasibility. This is in line with the article itself, which aim
to demonstrate the urgent need for security update services.
The suggested architecture model features three information
planes:

• User Services Plane (USP)
• User Management Plane (UMP)
• Security Management Plane (SMP)

The services will be realized by a two-tier architecture, sep-
arating global and local components, with clear division of
authority and assumed trust between them.

The USP and UMP service planes may have cloud-based
components, but whatever the case, these planes will have
“local” termination with respect to the IoT device. The SMP
service will be centralized and “global” in scope.

Privacy is a required property, and our design aim to
adhere to the Privacy-by-Design (PbD) [2] tenets. We have
therefore taken steps to make the model privacy-aware and
privacy respecting, by introducing separation of duties and
being particular at what kind of trust is placed in which
architectural component/layer.

C. Related Work and Relevant Standards
The field is not yet settled, and the number of papers and

proposed standards, of all types, is large and growing. We
expect security and privacy to become even more important
for IoT in the future. Our paper highlight the needs for secure
management, and provide pointers as to how one could design
such system.

1) Related Work: A few examples.
The survey paper “Security, privacy and trust in Internet of

Things: The road ahead” [4] contains a broad overview over
the challenges to IoT security. It emphasises that the IoT vision
is characterized by heterogeneity, in terms of technologies,
usages and application domains. It is also a fast phased and
dynamic environment. Traditional security measures still play
a large role, but the paper highlights that these are not always
complete, sufficient or even appropriate. The authors also point
out that scalability and flexibility is essential in this domain.

Another paper which also highlights open issues more than
solutions is found in [5]. Also, the authors discusses these and
related issues, like vulnerability, threats, intruders and attacks,
in [6]. Both papers take a relatively high-level perspective.
Other relevant works include [7]–[11].

In [12], the authors claim that “And as IoT contains three
layers: perception layer, transportation layer and application
layer, this paper will analyze the security problems of each
layer separately and try to find new problems and solutions.”.
In the end, the authors conclude that IoT devices are more
exposed and less capable than other network elements, and that
therefore the challenges are both different and more urgent.
Trust related to IoT devices, both in software and hardware,
is discussed in [13].

2) Relevant Standards: There is no shortage of formal stan-
dards and industrial standards concerning IoT and security for
IoT. The following is an incomplete selected set of standards.
There is a bias in the selection towards wireless and cellular
communications standards. We feel this is well justified given
that very large proportion of the IoT devices will have WLAN
and/or cellular capabilities built-in. Others will probably have
Bluetooth (Low Energy) or some similar short-range access
technology that in turn enables access to the internet.

– 3GPP TS 33.401: 4G Security Architecture

This standard is about the 3GPP 4G security architecture
and it encompasses security for the eNodeB (eNB) base
(tranceiver) stations (chapter 5.3 in [14]). In a 4G network,
to achieve sufficient spatial ([bit/s]/m2) capacity, one needs a
densely distributed network of eNB’s. There will therefore be
a large number of eNB’s, and the scenario may be somewhat
reminiscent of a managed IoT network. Security for updating
and managing the highly distritbuted base stations may be
different from many IoT scenarios, but we believe there are
many similarities and lessons to be learned here.

– 3GPP TS 33.310: Authentication Framework

This standard [14] specifies, amongst others, roll-out of
digital certificates to the 3GPP eNB base stations, using the
Certificate Management Protocol (CMP) [15]. This part is
highly relevant for IoT devices too, since many of them will
indeed be capable of handling asymmetric crypto and digital
certificates. Indeed, even the humble SIM card (smart card) is
able to do so, and we therefore postulate that this capacity is
fully feasible for any IoT device that needs to handle security
sensitive data and/or privacy sensitive data. Moore’s law also
implies that this capacity will only be cheaper over time, and
so we fully expect that such capabilities will be commonplace.

– 3GPP TS 33.187: Machine-Type Communications

This standard [16] encompasses security for the so-called
Machine-Type Communications (MTC). The standard defines
how to allow IoT and machine-to-machine (m2m) devices be
connected to a Service Capability Exposure Function (SCEF).
Specifically, TS 33.187 requires “integrity protection, replay
protection, confidentiality protection and privacy protection for
communication between the SCEF and 3GPP Network Entity
shall be supported” (Chapter 4.1 in [16]). These aspects are
important for all IoT devices and this standard may serve as
design input for non-3GPP cases too.

– GSMA CLP.11: IoT Security Guidelines Overview

This document [17] by the GSM Association is a non-
binding guidelines document, and is as such not a normative
standards document. It may still be quite influential since the
GSM Association does have great reach within the community
of cellular operators and vendors. The document identifies a
set of grand challenges for IoT, and then proceeds to propose
possible solutions. The challenges listed are:

A) Availability

B) Identity

C) Privacy

D) Security
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Provisioning of scalable and flexible identifier structures is
at the heart of the problem. Similarly, availability and security
normally presupposes that the entities (the IoT devices) can be
identified. Privacy then adds to this, but presupposing strong
security [2] and requiring that the long-term identifiers are
never exposed in clear (amongst others).

The document pays considerable attention to life-cycle
aspects issues. The document also includes a chapter on
risk assessment, an aspect which is all too often neglected
in standards documents. Would-be IoT system designers are
well advised to take this document into consideration. The
document seems inspired by the “assumptions must be stated”
idea, in a similar vein to the “Prudent Engineering Practice for
Cryptographic Protocols” [18] paper. We strongly approve of
the need for being explicit about assumptions and conditions.

– NIST: Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) Framework
The NIST “Framework for Cyber-Physical Systems” doc-

ument is an ambitious document which is expected to have
considerable influence over future products [19]. The CSP
Framework is largely oriented around the notion of systems-
of-systems.

We also note that NIST has initiated work on “IoT-Enabled
Smart City Framework” (abridged to “IES-City Framwork”).
The framework is developed by a consortium, and started in
earnest March 2016. Currently, only a white paper has been
released by the working group [20].

3) Emerging Standards: International Mobile Telecommu-
nications (IMT) is a framework for international mobile sys-
tems. It is mainly oriented towards defining capabilities, and
have previously been defining framework for 3G (IMT 2000)
and 4G (IMT-Advanced) mobil systems. The coming standards
for 5G mobile systems, based upon the International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU) so-called “IMT for 2020 and beyond”
vision, will have substantial support for “machine type com-
munications (MTC)” [21]. The 3GPP, which is a consortium
that includes standards development bodies, telecom operators
and vendors, develops the concrete technical specifications
based on the IMT vision. The 3GPP has stated that the basic
technical standards for the IMT-2020 vision should be ready
during 2020, and that some of the more advanced features are
scheduled for 2021. Products, 5G compliant nodes/components
and devices, will start arriving shortly after this. Experimental-
and pilot deployment of parts of the 5G architecture already
takes place.

Figure 1 depicts the 5G service triangle, where two of the
three sides will have a strong focus on MTC services:

• Enhanced Mobile Broadband: Mainly focusing on
bandwidth and to some extent user mobility

• Ultra-reliable and Low Latency Communications:
This axis also encompasses the so-called “Critical
MTC (cMTC)” type of communications. Strong se-
curity and hard requirements on bit error probabilities
are part of this vision, and also fog computing (due
to stringent round-loop latency requirements).

• Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC):
Low system/device overhead is main priority (ex-
tremely low power, small and infrequent payloads,
upto 106 devices per km2)

It is early days for IMT 2020 and 5G, but we expect important
standards to emerge from for instance the 3GPP work on 5G,
and some of these will no doubt have an impact on future IoT
security.

D. Paper Layout
In Section II, we provide a high-level problem description.

This includes the main aspects and high-level requirements. In
particular, we provide a basic outline of the threats and real-
world attacks that a IoT security scheme will have to face.

In Section III, we continue our investigation with a focus on
underlying assumptions and premises concerning the devices
and the detailed security service needs. This includes details
concerning device capabilities, concerning firm ware updating
and concerning device identifiers and location/identity privacy
concerns.

In Section IV, we provide an outline of the proposed
security management plane model. Here we outline the logical
planes, network components and interfaces.

In Section V, we discuss the achievements and in Section
VI we round off with a Summary and Conclusion.

II. HIGH-LEVEL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. Security for IoT Truisms
In the article “Click Here to Kill Everyone” [22], the author

postulates that the IoT may be seen as a world-size robot and
that it is about time to get it under control. The article is a bit
alarmist, but maybe rightly so.

A cental point to the article is that there is an arms race
between information assurance and the people who want to ex-
ploit the IoT devices for their own illicit goals. Based on these
observations, the author outlines a set of truisms. Awareness
of these truisms, which may or may not be tautological to the
various IoT actors, will help us better protect the IoT devices
and the associated infrastructures.
Schneier’s IoT security truisms:

1) On the internet, attack is easier than defense.
2) Most software is poorly written and insecure.
3) Connecting everything to each other via the internet

will expose new vulnerabilities.
4) Everybody has to stop the best attackers in the world.
5) Laws inhibit security research.

One may or may not agree with this set of truisms, or
one may find it inconsistent, overlapping or incomplete, but
the obvious lesson here is that we sorely need professional
security management for IoT devices and IoT infrastructure.

B. User Interaction, Security Fatigue and Informed Consent
As a general rule, we believe that it is unrealistic to expect

the end-users to configure or carry out much in terms of
security setup of IoT devices. Likewise, we believe that it is
equally unrealistic to expect the end-users to act on information
pertaining intrusion attempts and similar. Partially, this can be
attributed the phenomenon of “security fatigue” [23], but it
can also be attributed to the fact that, to most ordinary end-
users, information concerning security configuration, setup or
intrusion alerts, simply must be considered “non-actionable”.
That is, there is no realistic way that the end-user would know
what he or she should do. As such, information, warnings
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Figure 1. Usage secenarios of IMT for 2020 and beyond (Source: Fig.2 in ITU-R M.2083).

and alerts directed towards the end-user, that he or she cannot
realistically be expected to know how to deal with, will only
contribute towards “security fatigue”. This would be analogous
to the concept of non-actionable news, in which the meaning of
the provided news items degenerates into mere entertainment
[24]. Security related non-actionable information would have
no entertainment value, but would contribute to cause stress
and the before mentioned “security fatigue”.

The problem with non-actionable information is also some-
what reminiscent of the problems with “informed consent”.
There are many papers highlighting these problems [25], [26],
and one main objection is that one cannot easily expect anyone
but experts to be truly informed.

We therefore conclude that while IoT devices should be
managed, we cannot expect end-users to be able to do this
except for possibly assisting a management system with very
basic actions and decisions (“reset device”,“turn off device”).
To ask users for permission to carry out various actions, the
“informed consent” part, is likewise not very useful. It may
serve a legal need, but this is pretence and has for the most
part little to do with true informed consent.

C. Threat Landscape

The “European Union Agency for Network and Informa-
tion Security” (ENISA) annually publishes so-called “ENISA
Threat Landscape” (ETL) reports, the most recent being the
2015 report [27]. They also publish topic-orient threat land-
scape reports, but there is no report dedicated to IoT.

In chapter 3.2 Malware in ETL-2015 [27] it is noted that:

“Rather than complexity, cyber-criminals are fo-
cussing on efficiency. In the reporting period we have
seen the revival of infection techniques employed
almost 20 years ago....”

We believe that this opportunistic cyber attack strategy is
quite effective towards IoT devices, since they generally seems
to have poorly designed and poorly implemented security
functions.

We may ourselves briefly outline the basics of a threat land-
scape. The basic premises for assessing the threat landscape
consists minimally of the following parameters:

• Asset identification and attributed value
• Asset exposure (per design)
• Attack surface and Vulnerability exposure
• Baseline security features
• Detection and Response capabilities
• Threat Agents (Intruder/Attacker)
• Attack Vectors
• Manifest Threats/Actual attacks
1) Asset identification and attributed value: What is it that

has value? The physical device may have some value, but it is
often the case that the data on the device has more value than
the device itself. Understanding where the value actually is, is
of course paramount.

2) Asset Exposure: For IoT the exposure or “visibility”
is both through local physical exposure and through global
connectivity exposure by means of the internet access. The
local exposure, severe as it may be, does not scale and as
such is of lesser importance. The global connectivity exposure
is through the IP interface, and commonly though some sort
of web server on the IoT device.

3) Attack surface and Vulnerability exposure: The attack
surface is generally the whole of the exposed part of the asset.
For our case, we define this to be the IP address(es) and the
port range visible on the internet. The vulnerabilities would
be associated with flaws or weaknesses in the information
handling over the available attack surface. Exploitation of
vulnerabilities is generally not straight forward, and it is not
obvious that one can create attack vectors from a set of
vulnerabilities. Or indeed, that the vulnerabilities are known
to a threat agent.

4) Baseline Security features: The IoT device may or may
not have some built-in security, but it is common to at least
have some sort of password based scheme in place. The
security in place will effectively mitigate vulnerabilities and
remove or mitigate attack vectors.
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Ideally, the configuration of the device would also include
proper security hardening, and removal of all unneeded func-
tionality and closing down all unneeded ports. This would
reduce the attack surface and invariably also reduce the vul-
nerabilities, leaving less possible attack vectors available.

Advanced persistent threats (APT) is of course also a
concern, but realistically these types are much less common
and they are also far more difficult to protect against.

We therefore postulate that the baseline security ought to
be able to fend off most of the trivial attacks. If the security
measures are cost-effective, then certainly the baseline security
should do more, but we cannot realistically require a simple
IoT device to be able to withstand APT attcks.

5) Detection and Response capabilities: Low-cost IoT de-
vices seldom have much in terms of detection and response
capabilities. This is a problem, and it makes it substantially
harder to recover from an intrusion event. This situation can
actually be improved upon, and even low cost devices could
have basic detection and response mechanisms in place. We
return to this topic later in the paper (Section III).

6) Threat Agents (Intruder/Attacker): In this paper we will
mostly consider relatively opportunistic threat agents. As was
mentioned in the ENISA ETL-2015 quote, cyber criminals are
more concerned with efficiency than demonstrating technical
competency. That is, they are more concerned with goals than
methods. It is therefore no surprise then that attacks as simple
targeting devices with default administrator accounts with
default passwords are popular. Script kiddies would probably
also mostly use quite simple methods, or whatever methods
easily available to them.

APT intruders are obviously also possible, but to protect
against these are not part of the scope of this paper. At best, one
can hope to make attacks costlier to these types of intruders,
and thereby prevent or mtigate scalability of the attacks. This
is important, since form a system perspective, to prevent attack
scalability is an important goal.

7) Attack Vectors: Attack vectors are simply possible
recipes to carry out a successful attack on a system, utilizing
whatever exposed vulnerabilities there are. We note that what
constitutes “success” is defined by the threat agent.

8) Manifest Threats/Actual attacks: Classification wise,
this is actual attacks that has succeeded, using one or more
of the available attack vectors. Success is here relative to the
intruder goals, and these are detrimental to the security and
privacy goals. Note that the intruder goals may not be aligned
with what the end-user perceives to be the most valuable aspect
of the IoT-device/service.

D. Real-World Experiences with Unprotected IoT Devices
During 2016 we have witness a new trend, in which cyber

criminals systematically search out vulnerable IoT devices.
The devices are attacked en masse and infected with botnet
malware. A couple of rather high-profile DDoS attacks were
conducted with the Mirai botnet malware.

In one instance, the web site of Brian Krebs, known as
KrebsOnSecurity, were attacked [28]. By itself, an attack on
a single host would be inconsequential and of little general
interest, but in this case the attack was on an unprecedented
scale, and caused internet giant Akamai to terminate the pro-
bono hosting contract with Brian Krebs. They simply could

not afford to stand up to the record breaking torrent of
620 Gigabits of traffic per second. Brian Krebs himself is a
security researcher and blogger who does in-depth research
and analysis of cybercrime worldwide. His reporting on DDoS
attacks and the perpetrators apparently made him the target
of the DDoS attack. The KrebsOnSecurity site is now hosted
behind Google’s Project Shield, which according to Google
is “...is a free service that uses Google technology to protect
news sites and free expression from DDoS attacks on the web”
(https://projectshield.withgoogle.com/public/). The particular
attack on KrebsOnSecurity seems to have been conducted by
compromised routers, security cameras, printers and digital
video recorder (DVRs). Default account names and passwords
seems to be the common denominator for the infection process.

The Mirai source code was published subsequent to the
attack on KrebsOnSecurity, which ironically makes it “open
source” code [28]. Since then, Mirai has been used in other
attacks, by other botnets. There was also a large scale attack
on the French hosting firm OHV, and there was an attack
on the company Dyn, who provides Domain Name System
(DNS) services. The Dyn attack effectively prevent name
resolution and thereby reachability for services such as Twitter,
SoundCloud, Spotify and Reddit amongst others [29], [30].

The infection stage of Mirai have evolved after it was made
public, and by now there are many variants of Mirai. The
evolved versions are exploiting different vulnerabilities, and
at least on strain seems to be specializing on infecting routers
[28]. Mirai, of course, are just one type of botnet which attacks
IoT devices. At this years DEF CON there was considerable
attention on IoT security, and there results were abysmal.
During DEF CON 47 new vulnerabilities were found in a
total of 23 different devices [31]. One example includes solar
panel. Several security issues were found, including a hard-
coded password, a command injection flaw, an open access
point connection and a lack of network segmentation [32].

E. Device Capabilities
Many of the devices, if power is not too much of a

constraint, will be enjoying 32-bit processing, relatively large
amounts of memory and even more flash memory. A typical
mid-level IoT platform these days would be based on the
ARM Cortex M family of processors. Here we have the
relatively powerful ARM M4 processor (w/floating point and
DSP functionality), being both very affordable and surprisingly
power efficient [33], [34]. These devices typically provide 32-
256KB SRAM memory and up to 1GB flash memory. We
assume a device of roughly this capability in our design.
However, the flexibility that comes with updatable software
may also turn out to be an Achilles heal unless properly
managed.

F. Lightweight, Minimality and Modularity
The core IoT architecture should be lightweight, including

the base protocols. Correctness and efficiency is likely to
benefit from this. Basic security and privacy functionality must
be included in the core architecture.

Extensibility and additional features will be needed, and
this must be designed to be modular. Restraint in adding
features is necessary, but is clear that any successful archi-
tecture will over time grow more complex and encompass
new areas [35]. We advocate a design reminiscent of the
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microkernel approach to operating systems design [36], in
which only a minimal set of functional are at the core, running
in supervisor mode, and where other component may be
added and where strict rules concerning use of well-defined
interfaces and protocols are adhered to. This will, amongst
others, facilitate security hardening and it will enable the
systems to be deployed on less capable devices.

G. Connectivity and Exposure
Commonly the devices will have bluetooth low energy con-

nectivity, WLAN connectivity or even fixed LAN or cellular
access. That is, they are reachable over the internet. This also
exposes the devices to a whole range of threats, and whenever
a device, or a class of devices, gains popularity they are prone
to become a target. It is therefore prudent to assume that our
IoT devices will, sooner-or-later, become targets.

H. Scalability
Needless to say, any solution that must be able to cope

with a large, and fast growing number of devices, must be
scalable. That is, the cost model for adding devices/users must
be linear and with a low constant factor. The upper limit on the
number of devices must be very high as to not prohibit future
growth. The IMT-2020 vision for mMTC devices highlight
this, with a requirement to serve in the order of a million
devices per km2. This calls for a redesign of the current access
signalling schemes and for a new way of handling identifiers
and access security. To combine solid security and credible
identity/location privacy at the same time is not trivial.

I. Explicitness
As a rule, all requirements, including the security and

privacy requirements must be explicit. Also, all conditions and
premises must be made explicit. Explicitness is also a main
lesson from [18] (being essential to Principles 1, 2, 4, 6, 10
and 11 in that paper).

J. Security and Privacy Requirements
Due to the exposure, the devices will need security pro-

tection, security supervision and security updating to remove,
reduce and mitigate the risks. The devices will need basic capa-
bilities regarding device integrity assurance, and for handling
entity authentication, data confidentiality and data integrity.

It is quite likely that the devices will capture, store and
transmit privacy sensitive data. Since there is a considerable
chance that this may be so, it is prudent practice to take this
into consideration. We therefore require that a PbD regime
should be adhered to [2]. As noted in [37], [38], PbD does not
come about all by itself, and considered and careful design,
implementation and maintenance is required to create credible
privacy solutions.

When it comes to communications security there are sev-
eral options, depending on needs and what the devices actually
communicates. We have typically the following possibilities:

L2 Link layer protection
L3 IP layer protection
L4 Transport layer protection

– No device support

The link layer protection support is often supported directly
by the link layer hardware, whether it be Bluetooth, Zigbee,
or some flavour of WLAN. Adequate configuration is still an
issue, but the most up-to-date support found is often adequate
and sufficient. There are notable exceptions though, and some
chip sets do not support security at all.

There is generally very few devices which support IPsec
directly. The IPsec code base is relatively large and this makes
IPsec less well suited for many IoT devices.

There are transport layer solutions available, supporting
https connection. This is quite reasonable since many IoT
devices do provide a web based interface. Use of https is also
on the increase, and it seems well justified to support https.
Https support is also greatly facilitated by the efforts of the
“Let’s Encrypt” initiative, which is a free public Certificate
Authority (CA) service [39].

K. Cryptographic Requirements
To be able to offer strong security and credible privacy,

it is essential that the IoT device be able to support strong
cryptographic algorithms and protocols. Additionally, there
must be support for a secure execution environment and secure
storage (more on this later). The basic requirements today is for
“128-bit” security or better, and for “strong” algorithms. What
is considered “strong” is a moving target, but as of February
2017 we have for instance that the commonly used SHA-1
algorithm has actually been broken [40]. Of course, there is
SHA-256 and there is SHA-3 for hash functions, and there
is the AES algorithm for confidentiality (with various well-
defined mode-of-operation options available).

Quantum machines, which may become a practical reality
within the next 10 years, will be uniquely able to break
existing asymmetric cryptographic primitives. It is noted that
standard cryptographic hash functions and symmetric crypto
primitives will will be affected too. However, here it is believed
that a doubling of key length (block length) will suffice
to mitigate the effect of quantum computers. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published an
overview of the problems associated with quantum computers
and cryptography [41].

To the extent possible and practical, quantum-safe cryptog-
raphy should be used.

L. Automation and Autonomy
We cannot expect that the end-users will provide security

management for the devices. In fact, the end-user may increas-
ingly be unaware of the presence of the IoT-devices. Effective
security management of unattended and highly distributed
devices will necessarily have to be automated and autonomous.

M. Challenges
As already mentioned, the GSM Association has rec-

ognized four main challenges created by IoT: availability,
identity, privacy and security [17]. An autonomous security
update and incident management system will need to address
all these aspects, and provide at least a partial solution to the
security aspect. We note that strong security is effectively a
prerequisite for availability and privacy.

Trust and trustworthiness are essential elements and even
prerequisites for widespread IoT adoption. Trust is a complex
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matter [13], but suffice to say that credible security manage-
ment should instill confidence and thereby trust. Trustworthi-
ness is hard to prove, but good security management should
provide a measure of assurance.

N. Scope

The proposal made in this paper is an architectural pro-
posal concerning security updating and incident and anomaly
reporting. The proposal is, however, not a proposal for a fully
fledged architecture, but rather for an architectural component.
The proposal may therefore be compatible with other IoT
architectures, but may of course also overlap with them or
even be at odds with them.

In this respect, more is not going to be better, and defense-
in-depth, which often means that there is benefit in multiple
and possibly overlapping schemes, probably does not apply.

III. ASSUMPTIONS AND PREMISES

This paper makes a few assumptions about the IoT devices.

A. Internet Connectivity

We assume that the device is connected to the Internet.
Locally, the connection may be wireless (Bluetooth, WLAN)
or wired. It may also be a cellular connection. Preferably, there
will be a hub/proxy device with firewall functionality etc., but
this is not required.

B. Hardened OS

The OS is assumed to be hardened. Hardening is also
assumed to be carried out when the OS is compiled and
built with the program, as is often the case for embedded
devices. Unnecessary protocols and services must removed or
disabled, and only a minimal set of software be present. A
local IPtables firewall may be deployed. There is a growing
market for security hardened OS implementations [42].

C. Security Capabilities

The devices are assumed to have a trusted platform mod-
ule (TPM), with basic crypto processing support and secure
storage. Preferably, they adhere to standards such as ISO/IEC
11889-1:2015 [43]. A vendor issued device certificate is as-
sumed to be available, or some similar identification that may
be used for bootstrapping the CMPv2 protocol [15].

In late 2015, ARM released the ARMv8-M architecture,
which is the new baseline Cortex-M architecture [44]. It
introduces support for ARM’s TrustZone TPM for the Cortex-
M processors, and is as such an important step towards
credible security for IoT devices. As of yet, there are no
commercially available designs, but it is expected that there
soon be a plethora of available processors targeted for the
security sensitive IoT markets.

D. Power, Processing and Memory Capabilities

The device may have limited capabilities, but we shall
assume that the device is not too restricted. That is, we assume
it to be roughly at least as powerful as the lower end of the
ARM Cortex M3/M4 processor families.

E. Secure Bootloading and Software/Firmware Attestation
A secure bootloader is necessary, and it will likely be

using TPM functionality. All software, including firmware and
patches, must be signed. All software packages shall have
version numbers, and this includes firmware and patches. A
TPM may facilitate attestation, but alternatives exists [45].

F. Firmware Over-the-Air
1) “Firmware Over-the-Air” (FOTA): is a firmware updat-

ing concept designed by Nordic Semiconductors. The FOTA
scheme is targeted for Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) enabled
devices/chips, like the nRF52 device [33]. Here one have the
so-called “Device Firmware Update” scheme. In particular,
there is the “BLE Secure DFU Bootloader”. The user guide,
applying the “BLE Secure DFU Bootloader”, is quite instruc-
tive [46]. The update FW package should be signed, and here
one uses one of the available signature schemes. These are
generally elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) oriented and using
SHA-256. The ECC library used is the open source micro-ecc
[47].

2) Secure Bootloader.: Nordic Semiconductors provides a
secure bootloader scheme. The “BLE Secure DFU Bootloader”
is not very easy to use or deploy, but it is still a useful
tool for competent designers and developers. While Bluetooth
connectivity is the main goal, the scheme also works over
serial line protocols. It must also be mentioned that the ability
to have roll-back and similar functionality is not quite there.
There is the possibility to store multiple images, but the update
functionality is still quite limited.

3) DFU bootloader.: The DFU bootloader supports updat-
ing the firmware of the device. This includes updating your
application, the SoftDevice (which is the BLE handler) or even
the bootloader. At startup, the DFU bootloader will check if
a valid application already exists on the device. If there is no
application present, the bootloader simply initiates the transfer
of a FW image.

If there is a valid application present, the DFU bootloader
will either start the application or go to DFU mode. There
are several options, but only when in DFU mode will the
bootloader actually install the new FW image. Having entered
DFU mode, the DFU bootloader initializes the DFU transport
module, which is responsible for receiving the new FW image
at the chip. The downloaded image is validated and copied to
the correct location in memory, before being activated. The
device must be restarted to actually start executing the newly
updated firmware. An outline of the process flow is presented
in figure 2.

4) Omissions and Shortcomings.: The above described
firmware updating scheme may be fairly typical, and we do not
want to single out Nordic Semiconductors as being particularly
bad. The secure bootloader scheme does provide basic update
functionality and it has reasonable security with respect to the
firmware image. That is, to the authenticity and data integrity
of the image.

There is no data confidentiality provided, although that
would not be too hard to facilitate. Given the lack of confi-
dentiality, there can be no privacy protection for sensitive data.
The scheme therefore cannot be used as-is to provide secure
data backups, since it obviously allows information embedded
in the image to be exposed.
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Figure 2. Process flow on the DFU target (Source: Nordic Semiconductors)

For a complete scheme we clearly also need more fine
grained control with respect to permission and authorization.
The secure bootloader update granularity is coarse, basically
covering the image, although it is possible to differentiate
somewhat (update the bootloader, update the application and
update the Soft Device). There is for instance no way to
read/write/delete application configuration data separately. An-
other aspect is that there is no framework for distinguishing
between purely functional updates and security updates. While
we strongly advocate automated security updating, this is
not the case for functional updates. Tools and support for
functional updates is important, but the end-user (or authorized
manager) may have many good reasons for not wanting to
implement new functionality.

The scheme is limited to serial line communications, which
is also how it is implemented on top of the Bluetooth link. This
limits the usefulness of the scheme for devices that ought to
be able to communicate over the internet. Having said this,
it must be acknowledged that the secure bootloader scheme
limits the exposure of the scheme to to the local BLE range
or serial line range.

G. Device Recovery

The device shall feature a secure loader, which facilitates a
basic boot strap procedure that can securely rebuild the device
software. We expect this to be part of the TPM functionality.

H. Device Identifier
The device must have a unique device identifier. This

identifier is assumed to be used in the device certificate, but we
shall otherwise be agnostic about the nature of the identifier.
The device may also have, or use, higher-layer identifiers, but
this is considered outside the scope of this contribution. An
example would be a dropbox account identifier.

The device may also have network addresses and cellular
identifiers. These may uniquely identify the device, but we do
not in general consider these to be appropriate for identifying
the device (observe the explicitness rule).

I. Identifiers and Privacy
A fundamental part of privacy is that there is sensitive data

that is linked to a person. That is, usually we are concerned
with linkability. If one can break the linkage between the
person and the sensitive data, then leakage of the data would
not necessarily be (privacy) critical.

We must assume that an intruder will be able to link
plaintext device identifiers with the person(s) associated with
the device. This capability is after all the core business for
enterprises like Google. Consequently, we must assume that
the intruder will be able to correlate unprotected data.

It is thus necessary to conceal the permanent device
identifier such that no outsider will be able to associate the
device identifer with the device or the user/owner. There are
several ways to do this, including those described in [48], [49].
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Figure 3. Outline of the Security Management Plane Model.

The functional split between the global and local services are
very much reminiscent of split found in the cellular networks,
where the local component necessarily must know the location
and where the central component must necessarily know the
permanent identity. Here, it has been shown that with proper
setup one may achieve both location- and identity privacy [50].
In this paper, we shall ignore the specifics, but we do require
that identifier and location privacy is part of the design.

IV. OUTLINE OF THE SECURITY MANAGEMENT PLANE
MODEL

Figure 3 depicts an outline of the Security Management
Plane (SMP) model. We have already introduced the logical
planes, but shall now take a closer look at how they are
arranged. We shall primarily investigate the SMP plane and
the associated services.

A. Trust Assumptions and Trust Relationships

We have the following principal entities in our model:

• USER: The user and/or owner of the IoT-device.

• LOCAL: The local SMP component.

• GLOBAL The global (centralized) SMP component.

We assume that the USER is an entity entitled to privacy
protection according to the local laws. The GLOBAL entity
is assumed to be operated by the IoT device manufacturer
or some entity operating on behalf of the device manufac-
turer. It may also be operated by the software manufacturer.
This would be similar to patch update services operated by
Microsoft, Google and others. A standard, such as “Cortex
Microcontroller Software Interface Standard” (CMSIS) [51],
might also be extended in the future to cover support for patch
management tools and facilities.
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The LOCAL entity is assumed to be operated by a local
entity, perhaps a local branch of the IoT manufacturer or some
authority which is legally responsibly, warranties etc., for the
IoT devices. It is required that the LOCAL and GLOBAL enti-
ties strictly observe the SMP model with regard to information
exchange. We have observed that in the post-Snowden era,
local authorities have increasingly required critical services
to be hosted locally. We therefore have reason to believe
that similar requirements may surface for IoT-devices too,
or that such services are seen as commercially important
to reassure the end-users (building confidence and perceived
trustworthiness). We have the following trust assumptions:

• USER vs. LOCAL
The USER trust LOCAL with respect to provided
services. This is an asymmetric dependence trust.

• LOCAL
The LOCAL entity must have security trust in the
GLOBAL entity. The LOCAL entity shall not trust
the GLOBAL entity with respect to USER privacy.
The LOCAL entity cannot fully trust the USER. The
LOCAL entity trust the incident- and anomaly reports,
but do not place high significance in individual reports.

• GLOBAL
The GLOBAL entity trust the LOCAL entity with
respect to security, but not blindly so. The GLOBAL
entity trust the incident- and anomaly reports, medi-
ated by the LOCAL entity, but need not trust any
single report and/or report from any single device.

B. The Logical Planes
1) The User Services Plane (USP): USP consists of the

data associated with services provided by the IoT-device. The
data forwarded here may end up at an App, at a local web
service or at a cloud-hosted web service. We shall not be
further concerned with the USP in this paper.

2) The User Management Plane (UMP): UMP consists
of the device setup and configuration services provided by
the IoT-device. The UMP is specifically about setting up the
device end-user functionality. It does not cover basic security
or privacy related setup or configuration. The data associated
with UMP may end up at an App, at a local web service
or at a cloud-hosted web service. The data may be privacy
sensitive, and the design must reflect this. We shall not be
further concerned with the UMP in this paper.

3) The Security Management Plane: The security manage-
ment plane (SMP) is the crux of this paper. It consists of:

• Security setup and configuration
• Security update functionality
• Security incident and anomaly reporting, including

local aggregation
• Secure restore functionality
• Identity- and Location Privacy handling

There will be a division of labor:

• Local SMP handling
• Centralized SMP handling

This will facilitate privacy and provide geo-distributed ser-
vices. Localized processing may easier satisfy national reg-
ulatory requirements, while centralized analysis and handling
of incidents will provide scalability and efficiency benefits.

C. The Network Components
The division or labor implies a LOCAL component and a

centralized GLOBAL component. We observe that the local
component will need to have provisions for geographical
assurance. Implementation-wise, it will be a matter of policy
if there is a need to comply with jurisdictional and regulatory
requirements that dictate location of the local SMP handling.

1) The Central/Global SMP Component: The central se-
curity update and incident management control function will
facilitate both security update production and distribution, and
security incident and anomaly analysis.

This function does not need to know the device identifiers,
nor does it need to know the associated IoT-device owner or
user(s). It may need to know the software version status and
any report on incidents and security anomalies associated with
the devices. For the purpose of the incident analysis, we restrict
this function to know the device class and the identity of the
local SMP handling component. The true device identifier must
never be divulged to the central SMP component.

2) The Local SMP Component: This function handles inter-
actions with the IoT-devices within its geographical coverage
area. We expect this area to coincide with regulatory or
jurisdictional borders. The local SMP component may or may
not be cloud-hosted, but in any case geo-location assurance
must be possible.

The IoT-devices will communicate with the local SMP
component. The local component will therefore know both
the IP-address and the device identifier. The IP-address may be
concealed if one uses Tor services [52], but the device identifier
must be known to the local SMP component.

The local SMP component will communicate with the
central SMP component, and it will receive protected security
patches and software packages from the central SMP compo-
nent. The local SMP component will aggregate and anonymize
incident- and security anomaly reports from the IoT-devices
before forwarding them to the central SMP component. The
local SMP component may use temporary synthetic alias
identifiers for a device, if there is a need for device references.
This identifier must never be allowed to become an emergent
identifier, and it must be fully de-correlated from the true
device identifier. The de-correlation must be complete with
respect to the full context given by the message exchange.

D. The SMP-Interfaces
1) The SMPA-interface: This is a fully authenticated and

security protected interface between the local SMP component
and the central SMP component, as depicted in Figure 3.

2) The SMPB-interface: This is a fully authenticated and
security protected interface between the IoT-device and the
local SMP component, as depicted in Figure 3.

3) Realization: The abstract SMP protocols should be
agnostic about the underlying security transport protocol. Suf-
fice to say, that strong security and credible privacy must
be assured. The ENISA recommendations for cryptographic
protocols, algorithms and key lengths provides good advice
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in this respect [53], [54]. ENISA is an EU agency, and the
recommendation therefore carry some significance.

E. The SMP Services

1) Security Update – Local provisioning: One can have
both push and pull mechanisms for security updates, but for
IoT devices we do not generally recommend push solutions
since it probably require more resources from the device.
Push solutions may of course be appropriate for zero-day
vulnerabilities, but scheduled pull solutions would likely suf-
fice for patches that are less urgent and less critical. The
scheduled pull frequency should reflect the security policy for
the particular device class and according to usage, availability,
etc. That is, IoT devices with sufficient processing power and
no restrictions concerning power, may also use push services.

In either case, signed security updates will be received by
the IoT device. All updates must be numbered, and the device
will log the date/time and update number before implementing
it. The local SMP shall not maintain logs about device status
unless required to do so by the IoT device.

2) Security Update – Central provisioning: Whenever a
security update patch is produced, the central SMP com-
ponent will distribute the security update to the local SMP
components. We recommend update frequencies to reflect the
common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) [55], although
the CVSS system has been criticized for not properly reflect
IoT devices [56]. The normal “serious vulnerability” score of
7 may therefore not properly reflect IoT concerns.

3) Incident- and Anomaly Reporting: Security incidents
and anomalies are detected and reported by the TPM. This
information is used by the SMP components to uncover large
scale attacks and emerging attack trends. The ENISA publica-
tion [57] provides valuable guidance as to EU regulatory input
on incident reporting.

4) Local Incident and Anomaly Reporting: This service
will include software status, including patch levels etc. The
device identifier is part of the security context, but should
not be part of the incident/event report itself. A synthetic
referential identifier may be provided by the local SMP.

It may, subject to authorization, be beneficial to store the
incident history of the devices at the local SMP. This may
allow the local SMP to detect if certain devices are specifically
targeted. If so, one may speculate that the IoT device is an
advanced persistent threat (APT) target. This in turn may
trigger increased supervision and alarms.

5) Central Incident and Anomaly Reporting: The local
SMP component will forward incident reports to the central
SMP component. The local SMP component shall take steps
to replace identifiers, if any, such that the central component
never learns the true device identifier behind a reported inci-
dent. The local component may aggregate certain events and
may delay reports to provide further de-correlations.

6) Device Attestation: The IoT device may request attes-
tation services from the local SMP component. This service
will need to be based on TPM functionality and permitting the
local SMP component to survey the state of the IoT device. It
may be part of a forensics service or a device recovery service.

7) Device Recovery: The IoT device may subscribe to
recovery services at the local SMP component. As a minimum
the local SMP should provide services to restore the device
to a pristine condition, with all recent security update patches
being implemented. The services may also account for security
backup, with configuration data etc. being included in the
restore procedure.

8) Device Backup: The local SMP component may provide
a secure backup procedure, covering all or selected data
elements. This procedure must permit to backup an entire
device image and later restore the image. The device image
must never leave the device in unprotected form. The device
backup data should be encrypted and protected by the TPM,
using unique device specific keys. Only the TPM should be
able to restore the backup data.

9) Device Decommissioning: Life cycle considerations im-
plies that one will need an explicit way of clearing all informa-
tion on the target device. This will in effect clear all data and
restore initial factory settings. This procedure must be resilient
enough to withstand efforts from ordinary forensic tools to
restore the information. The procedure may be triggered by
a request via the local SMP component. The TPM should be
responsible for carrying out the task.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper describes an outline of an architectural compo-
nent. Quite a few of the characteristics described below cannot
be fully judged on the basis of the outline.

A. Lightweight, Minimality and Modularity
Our architectural component outline is both lightweight

and relatively minimal. It is also modular, in the sense that
it will build upon basic identifier structures and cryptographic
capabilities, and delivers higher-level services.

B. Explicitness
This is related to requirements and conditions, including

preconditions and postcondition. Essentially we have a “Mean
what you say and say what you mean” situation. Use of formal
methods may help verifying that captured requirements are
adhered to, but these tools cannot in general help out with
the “capturing” part. Explicitness must be enforced in any
further development of the architectural component and in any
implementation.

C. Scalability and Exposure
The division into a local-global split will facilitate scalabil-

ity, as well as improving error resilience and thereby improving
availability. Exposure is a necessary evil, but conscious design
and appropriate use of cryptographic protocols can signifi-
cantly reduce the unwanted effects of exposure.

D. Security and Privacy
The concrete security mechanisms is not specified in our

proposal. Hence, more work is needed here for a concrete
realization. However, there is no grand challenge here, only
work that must be done precisely and consistently. Identity
privacy and unlinkablity is mainly addressed through the local-
global functional split. Data privacy is primarily by means
of encryption. The requirements for the split is important,
and schemes and measures that enforce the split must be
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encouraged. It would seem prudent to have this as a contractual
requirement, and local regulatory requirements may also be an
instrument in enforcing the functional split. Still, in the end,
there must also be an economical incentive to manage and run
both the local and the global infrastructure.

How credible is the privacy?

Clearly, it depends on the split between the local and global
component being fully respected. There exists other solutions
that would avoid this. These would be privacy-preserving and
tend to be based on secure-multiparty computation and/or
homomorphic cryptography. However, as argued in [58], strong
irrevocable encryption may in the end provide less security and
privacy. Governments are claimed to act a long the lines of “If
we cannot break the crypto for a specific criminal on demand,
we will preemptively break it for everybody.” [58]. So, privacy
must be balanced and possibly revoked, and this is achieved
in our proposal.

E. Challenges: Availability, Identity, Privacy and Security

“Identity” is the only aspect that has not been addressed
by our proposal. That is, we have identified this as a building
block that our proposal depends upon.

F. Scope and Completeness

The scope is limited to a high-level model. Within the scope
the proposal is reasonably complete, but there are many parts
to be resolved, and the details have not yet been fully worked
out.

G. Further Work

The model presented is an architectural component of a
security architecture. Further work is needed to fit this com-
ponent into a complete architecture. In particular, the concrete
implementation of the security requirements should be aligned
to the use in other areas. This is particularly relevant for
identifiers and for basic services such as entity authentication,
and integrity and confidentiality services.

Key agreement and key distribution must also be addressed
and aligned to the overall security architecture. Preferably,
one also wants to have a well-defined, effective and efficient
security protocol to be the backbone of the services. As of
today, one is often advised to use the Transport Layer Security
(TLS) protocol [59] or the IPsec security protocols [60].
However, these are poor choices for IoT, and many version
and implementations of TLS are also broken [61], [62].

That is, a dedicated, effective and efficient privacy-aware
security protocol would probably be beneficial, provided that
it would have wide-spread support. This archive this will be a
difficult task, but following advise from [18], [53] and applying
state of the art tools, it is also clearly doable on the technical
level. Privacy, if it is to be credible, must be strongly aligned
and be consistent over the full architecture to avoid leakage of
sensitive data.

Smart metering or remote home monitoring would be ex-
amples of IoT systems that could benefit from the capabilities
of the model. As such they would make good candidates for
a pilot implementation to feature the model architecture.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have identified the need for autonomous
security update and incident/anomaly reporting for IoT-
devices. In particular, we have addressed relatively capable
IoT devices that ordinarily will be unattended devices, very
much in line with a significant segment of the smart home
devices.

This paper has provided a rough outline of a model in
which IoT security update and incident handling is separated
from normal user functionality, including user functionality
setup and configuration. We believe that this is necessary since
security management is becoming too complex to handle for
end-users, and that the consequence of not managing security
will be too severe. The current deploy-and-forget regime does
not play out well for security functionality.

We have also provided a model in which there is a clear
distinction between the centralized function and the local
function. The main benefits of this arrangement is that one
can more easily adhere to local regulatory requirements and
one can provide identity- and location privacy solutions. This
facilitates unlinkability, which is essential for credible privacy.
It also enables scalability, which is ever so important for the
IoT domain.

This paper represents an initial investigation of a new
model for security update and incident handling for IoT
devices. The model is not devised to be implemented as-is,
but to serve as basis for discussions and further work.
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